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Abstract
Invasive exotic pathogens pose a threat to trees and forest ecosystems worldwide1, hampering the
provision of essential ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration and water puri�cation2.
Hybridization is a major evolutionary force that can drive the emergence of pathogens3. Phytophthora
ramorum, an emergent pathogen that causes the sudden oak and larch death, spreads as reproductively
isolated divergent clonal lineages. Sexual recombination has never been reported in this pathogen under
natural conditions and laboratory crosses have yielded un�t progenies, suggesting postzygotic barriers to
hybridization. Here we report the discovery in a plant nursery of novel variants of P. ramorum that are the
result of homoploid hybridization via sexual recombination between North American and European
lineages of the pathogen. We show that these hybrids are viable, can infect plants and produce spores for
long-term survival and propagation. Genome sequencing revealed novel genotypic combinations, not
present in the parental lineages, at 54,515 single nucleotide polymorphism loci. More than 6000 of the
novel genotypes at these loci are predicted to have a functional impact in genes associated with host
infection, including effectors, carbohydrate-active enzymes and proteases. We also observed post-meiotic
mitotic recombination that could generate additional genotypic and phenotypic variation and contribute
to homoploid hybrid speciation. Our study highlights the importance of plant pathogen biosurveillance to
detect novel variants and inform management and control.

Main

Emerging infectious diseases pose a threat to trees and forest ecosystems worldwide1. Outbreaks of
invasive exotic pathogens can reduce the ability of forests to provide essential ecosystem services such
as carbon sequestration and water puri�cation2. Hybridization between species or individuals from
divergent lineages can drive the emergence of novel pathogens by generating new genotypic and
phenotypic combinations that can enhance �tness and allow colonization of new niches3–8. This can be
important for invasive plant pathogens that propagate asexually via clonal lineages, because the new
genotypic combinations can generate novel lifestyles or host shifts5 and purge deleterious mutations
accumulated via Muller’s ratchet9–11. Phytophthora ramorum is an exotic plant pathogen that emerged in
the 1990s and is regulated and targeted for eradication in Europe and North America. It can attack over
125 plant species and is responsible for the sudden oak death in California and Oregon12 and sudden
larch death in the UK13 and France14. The pathogen comprises divergent clonal lineages15 that are
reproductively isolated and con�ned to North America (NA1, NA2) or Europe (EU2), one that is broadly
distributed in Europe and the West Coast of North America (EU1)16,17, and additional lineages recently
described in Asia18. Recombination can only take place between individuals of opposite mating types
and was demonstrated in laboratory conditions between the EU1 (mating type A1) and NA1 (mating type
A2) lineages19–21 but the progeny displayed aberrant genotypic and phenotypic variation. Sexual
recombination between or within lineages has not been observed in natural conditions in the invasive
range of the pathogen17.
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Hybridization between divergent clonal lineages
We discovered hybrids between the EU1 and NA2 clonal lineages of P. ramorum in a North American
nursery, where these lineages co-occurred. The qPCR lineage genotyping pattern of isolates 16-237-021
and 16-284-032, collected on infected rhododendron plants, do not match the pattern of the known clonal
P. ramorum lineages in North America and Europe (Table S1). We sequenced the genomes of 95 P.
ramorum isolates (Table S2) from Europe and North America and mapped the reads onto the reference
genome, yielding 450,656 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). Of the 31,047 SNPs that were
homozygous for different alleles in the EU1 and NA2 lineages, 96.6% were heterozygous in isolates 16-
237-021 and 16-284-032 (Table S3). A principal component analysis of the SNPs placed the two putative
hybrids between the EU1 and NA2 lineages and ancestry estimation assigned them with equal probability
to those putative parental lineages (Fig. 1A, B). A phylogenetic network analysis placed the hybrid
samples in a branch with shared reticulations with lineages EU1 and NA2, the pattern expected for
recombination (Fig. 1C).

First-generation homoploid hybrids generated via sexual
recombination
The hybrids are likely homoploid (without a change in chromosome copy number) and result from a �rst
generation (F1) recombination event. Analysis of phased genomic regions revealed two distinct
haplotypes in the hybrids, each clustering either with a NA2 or an EU1 haplotype (Fig. 2A, B, C). The
contribution of the putative parents to the nuclear genome of the hybrids was equal (Z-score = 8.78 ±0.24;
p < 0.0001; Table S4) and they were assigned to a simulated EU1 x NA2 population with ≥ 0.999
probability (assignment to all other populations < 1.0e-04; Fig. S1A). A neighbor-joining tree clustered the
hybrid samples with simulated �rst-generation hybrids but not with simulated populations backcrossed
to each parental lineage (Fig. S2). The two hybrid samples share genotypes at 99.8% of the SNP loci and
are thus likely clones derived from a single hybridization event, via meiotic recombination, followed by
clonal propagation. The observed genotypic combinations in the hybrids and the parental lineages
support the hypothesis of meiotic recombination (except for some excess of homozygosity observed in
the hybrids [Table S3; see below]) but not of somatic recombination (Table S3). The NA2 lineage likely
acted as the “female” parent. We mapped the sequence reads of all 95 sequenced genomes to the
mitochondrial genome of P. ramorum and retrieved their mitochondrial haplotypes. The EU1 x NA2
hybrids share mitochondrial haplotypes (comprising 103 polymorphic sites) with members of the NA2
lineage (Fig. 2D), indicating uniparental transmission of the mitochondrial genome19.

Predicted functional impact of hybridization
The hybridization between P. ramorum lineages that diverged approximately 1 million years ago15,22

could impact �tness. These lineages differ in several traits, including growth, sporulation and
aggressiveness during host infection18,23. The growth rate of the hybrid isolates was intermediate
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between the parental lineages but signi�cantly higher than the EU1 parent (p < 0,01; Fig. 3D). The hybrids
can produce both chlamydospores and sporangia (Fig. 3A, B & C), spores that are important for survival
and spread. The hybrids were infectious on rhododendron, a common host, and caused lesions with sizes
that overlapped with those of the other lineages (Fig. 3E). Previous studies with arti�cial crosses between
P. ramorum lineages produced progeny with reduced viability but that exhibited a broad range of
pathogenicity19. This could be explained by transgressive trait variation, a common outcome of
hybridization in plants, where hybrid phenotypes exceed those of the parents, contributing to ecological
niche divergence24. The hybrid P. ramorum have novel genotypes, not observed in the parental lineages,
at 54,515 SNPs that are either homozygous for different alleles in the parental lineages but heterozygous
in the hybrid, or heterozygous in both parental lineages but homozygous in the hybrid (Table S3). Of
those, 6,736 are non-synonymous mutations and 6,752 are predicted to have a moderate (e.g., non-
synonymous mutations) to high (e.g., stop codons, frameshifts) impact (Tables S5 and S6). Several of
the genes that have novel genotypic combinations in the hybrids are associated with pathogenicity25–27,
including 51 RxLR and crinkler-like effectors27, 79 carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZy) and 11
peptidases (Table S7). A single amino acid polymorphism in a pathogen effector was recently shown to
expand its binding spectrum28, thus the observed novel genotypes in the P. ramorum hybrid could impact
diversi�cation and adaptation in this pathogen.

Mitotic recombination generates additional variation
Mitotic recombination in the hybrid could provide additional genotypic and phenotypic variation in the
pathogen population. We found 1,049 SNPs that were homozygous for different alleles in the parental
lineages and also homozygous for one of those alleles in the hybrids, an unexpected pattern for sexual
recombinants (Table S3). We observed that 90% of those SNPs were distributed in stretches of 2 to 82
(median = 4.0) contiguous homozygous positions (runs of homozygosity; ROH) in the hybrid (Fig. S3).
These ROH were in gene-poor regions enriched in transposable elements where RxLR effectors and
putative avirulence factors are present (Table S8). Mitotic recombination was shown to accelerate
adaptation in fungi29 and appears to be an important mechanism fueling evolution in P. ramorum,
producing ROH in all lineages22. Virulence differences and adaptation to environmental changes such as
exposure to oxidative or heat stress and antifungal drugs have been associated with ROH in other
species30 and could increase genotypic and phenotypic diversity and increase divergence between the P.
ramorum lineages and the new hybrid.

Discussion and outlook
The discovery of hybridization among lineages of P. ramorum should cause concerns in the plant and
forest health communities. Hybridization provides a source of new genetic variation31 upon which natural
selection can act to modify traits such as pathogenicity and transmission32. Selective forces could create
the conditions for homoploid hybrid speciation33 and the emergence of novel lineages with distinct traits.
This could modify the epidemiological parameters of the outbreak. The oospores that are the product of
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sexual reproduction can survive adverse conditions such as drought and freeze and remain viable in the
soil for years, making it possible for the pathogen to survive in the absence of a host34 thereby increasing
the risk of accidental propagation. In the potato famine pathogen, Phytophthora infestans, sexual
recombination became possible when lineages of the opposite mating type migrated from the center of
origin35–38. This increased diversity contributed to the emergence of novel virulence combinations39,
coinciding with the appearance of lineages that were resistant to fungicides38 and outbreaks that started
earlier in the season, generating an increased disease risk40.

So far, the P. ramorum EU1 x NA2 hybrid was only found in a single nursery in British Columbia, where the
pathogen has not spread to natural forests. The disease was apparently eradicated in that nursery,
preventing propagation of the hybrid. But in Oregon, where lineages of P. ramorum with different mating
types co-occur in natural forests42,43, the spread of a hybrid lineage could be more di�cult to contain. Our
study highlights the importance of genomic biosurveillance for the detection of novel plant pathogen
variants and hybrids to inform mitigation strategies44.

Methods
Sample collection and genomic characterization

We obtained isolates of P. ramorum from nurseries in BC, Canada between 1995 and 2017 (Table S2).
Genome sequences were obtained either using Illumina Hiseq or Ion Torrent S5. Sequence reads were
mapped onto the P. ramorum NA1 reference genome PR-102_v3.1
(https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.23.449625; BioProject PRJNA738483). We also retrieved previously
sequenced genomes from Canada22, the US45 and Europe22,46 at NCBI
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/) for a total of 95 P. ramorum genomes. Variant Call Format
(VCF) �les were obtained for all genomes as described in the supplementary materials. Mitochondrial
haplotypes were obtained by mapping the reads on the P. ramorum reference genome (Pr102, NCBI
accession: NC_009384.147) and variants were called.

Population genomics analyses

Population structuring and genetic connectivity of the unknown isolates with the four lineages of P.
ramorum was evaluated using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with SNPrelate48. Linkage
disequilibrium‐pruning was applied on the VCF dataset of 450,656 SNP loci to subsample 3,780 markers
with reduced linkage (R2 < 0.20). Ancestry estimation was conducted using Admixture among the P.
ramorum lineages with the full SNP set with K=4, the number of lineages found in North American and
Europe in P. ramorum. To assess reticulated relationships between P. ramorum individuals a neighbor-net
phylogenetic network was reconstructed using SplitsTree v4.12.849 with pairwise Nei’s genetic distances
with the R package StAMPP50.

Genome-wide hybridization detection and gene �ow simulations

https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.23.449625
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/
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We used the function hybridization in the Adegenet R package to simulate 10 F1 hybrids between NA2
and EU1 and 10 backcrosses of the hybrid to the EU1 or NA2 parent. We generated a pairwise distance
matrix with the dist function and obtained an NJ tree to visualize the position of the observed samples
and simulation of hybrids and introgressants. We used the program HyDe51 to perform a genome-wide
test of interspeci�c hybridization between P. ramorum lineages. HyDe considers a four-taxa network
consisting of an outgroup and a triplet of ingroup taxa. The distribution of SNP site patterns in the triplet
is used to infer a hybrid ingroup lineage that with a probability γ is sister to one lineage and with
probability 1 – y is sister to the other lineage. Under the null hypothesis that admixture is absent, the
expected value of y is zero. HyDe testing was performed with the ‘run_hyde_mp.py’ script of the HyDe
package on all possible triplet combinations of putative parents-hybrid with NA1, NA2, EU1 and the 16-
237-021 and 16-284-032 isolates (i.e. 12 triplets tested) while EU2 samples were used as outgroup. To
obtain average γ-values with standard deviations, the full dataset of 450,656 SNP loci was subsampled
500 times for 10,000 random loci. The Z-statistic was used to test for signi�cance of the y-values, and p-
values were adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni adjustment (α = 0.05 / 12 = 0.0041).

Haplotype phylogenetic network reconstruction

Phased haplotypes were obtained by using short genome regions with physical phasing when two or
more variants co-occur on the same sequencing read using WhatsHap52. We tested the 15,265 genes
annotated in the P. ramorum NA1 reference genome PR-102_v3.1 to identify genes containing at least 10
phased SNP loci in the two hybrid samples and three samples from each P. ramorum lineage. A FASTA
format sequence alignment �le containing two haplotype sequences for each P. ramorum samples
(including the two hybrids) was then reconstructed as follows: the single nucleotide haplotypes predicted
from a phased genotype were coded with their respective allele; the single nucleotide haplotypes
predicted from an unphased genotype were coded as missing data. Finally, sequence alignments were
collapsed to unique haplotypes within each P. ramorum lineage. Maximum likelihood (ML) gene trees
were inferred using RAxML53 under the GTR model with a GAMMA parameter. Bootstrap support at nodes
was determined by 1,000 iterations.

Functional impact and phenotypic characterization

The potential impact of the SNPs was categorized with regard to types and function with SnpEff (Version
4.3) with default settings. We used the reference genome (PR-102_v3.1) and the gff �le to build the
annotation database. Growth and morphological characterization was performed on carrot agar (CA)18

for the two hybrids and selected isolates of the EU1, NA2, EU2 and NA1 lineages.
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Figure 1

Hybridization between divergent clonal lineages EU1 and NA2 of Phytophthora ramorum. We analyzed 95
whole genomes of P. ramorum and extracted 450,656 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) to
characterize the populations; A) Population structure analysis of P. ramorum using a principal component
analysis; each dot represents the genome of a P. ramorum isolate; B) Ancestry estimation using
Admixture analysis of P. ramorum lineages and putative hybrids at K=4; each bar represents the genome
of a P. ramorum isolate; C) Neighbor-net phylogenetic network reconstructed from a matrix of pairwise
Nei’s genetic distances between isolates of P. ramorum. Samples 16-237-021 and 16-284-032 are the two
putative hybrids.
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Figure 2

Haplotype phylogeny shows independent assortment of alleles at nuclear loci and uniparental inheritance
of mitochondrial haplotype in the Phytophthora ramorum hybrid. Neighbor-joining tree of haplotypes of P.
ramorum indicates meiotic recombination with nuclear phased haplotypes clustering with haplotypes of
one of the two parents and mitochondrial haplotypes clustering with lineage NA2. Phased haplotypes
were obtained by using short genome regions with physical phasing when two or more variants co-occur
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on the same sequencing read. A to C, nuclear genes; D, mitochondrial genome comprising 103 SNPs. For
the two hybrid samples (16-237-021 and 16-284-032), the two haplotypes are indicated with h1 and h2.

Figure 3

Phytophthora ramorum hybrid can sporulate, infect a host and has intermediate phenotypes. A)
Morphology of P. ramorum hybrid isolate 16-284-032 growing on carrot agar, showing �uffy growth where
sporangia are produced; B) Sporangia produced by the P. ramorum hybrid in culture; C) Rhododendron
leaves infected by hybrid P. ramorum isolate 16-284-032; D) Growth of P. ramorum lineages and hybrids
on carrot agar medium. Samples with different letters are statistically different (t-test at p = 0.05); E)
Growth of P. ramorum lineages and hybrids measured as necrotic area (π x lesion length x width) over
time on rhododendron leaves; there was no signi�cant difference in lesion growth among the lineages
and hybrids.
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